Oral Omega-3 Supplementation Lowers Intraocular Pressure in Normotensive Adults
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Purpose: Elevated intraocular pressure (IOP) is the major modifiable risk factor for the sight-threatening eye disease, glaucoma. We investigated whether oral omega-3 supplements affect IOP in normotensive adults.

Methods: We undertook a pooled analysis of data from two double-masked, placebo-controlled randomized trials (Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry, ACTRN12614001019695, ACTRN12615000173594) that investigated the efficacy and safety of oral omega-3 supplementation for treating ocular surface inflammation. Recruitment involved adults (n = 105) with IOP < 21 mm Hg, and without a current or prior glaucoma diagnosis. Participants were randomly allocated to either an oral omega-3 (~1000 mg/day eicosapentaenoic acid + ~500 mg/day docosahexaenoic acid + 900 mg/day a-linolenic acid) or placebo (olive oil, 1500 mg/day) supplement. IOP was quantified at baseline and after 3 months of supplementation (day 90). Change in IOP, relative to baseline, was compared between groups.

Results: At baseline, participants were of similar age (omega-3/placebo groups: mean ± SEM, 33.7 ± 1.7, n = 72/35.6 ± 3.0 years, n = 33), sex (65%/79% female), and had similar IOP (14.3 ± 0.3/13.8 ± 0.5 mm Hg). At day 90, IOP was reduced to 13.6 ± 0.3 mm Hg in the omega-3 group; controls had a slight IOP increase to 14.2 ± 0.4 mm Hg (P < 0.05).

Conclusions: Oral omega-3 supplementation for 3 months significantly reduced IOP in normotensive adults. To our knowledge, this is the first study to report that omega-3 fatty acids lower IOP in humans.

Translational Relevance: These findings justify further investigation into the therapeutic potential of omega-3 supplementation for reducing IOP, to prevent and/or treat conditions with IOP elevation, including ocular hypertension and glaucoma.

Introduction

Increasing scientific evidence supports an association between dietary factors and long-term health outcomes.¹ Of particular interest has been whether dietary omega-3 essential fatty acids (EFAs) can prevent and/or provide therapeutic management in a range of general health conditions, including cardiovascular disease, hyperlipidemia, and systemic inflammatory disease. Humans cannot form EFAs in vivo and must ingest them from dietary sources. Omega-3 fatty acids exist as short- (a-linolenic acid [ALA]) and long-chain (eicosapentaenoic acid [EPA] and docosahexaenoic acid [DHA]) subtypes. The omega-6 fatty acids are the other major class, which derive from the diet in the form of linolenic acid. As omega-3 and omega-6 fatty acids compete in vivo for enzymes regulating their metabolism, the ratio of consumed omega-3 to omega-6 EFAs determines the inflammatory status of the body, with omega-3s biasing prostaglandin metabolism towards the production of anti-inflammatory eicosanoids.²

Diets rich in omega-3 EFAs are associated with a reduced risk of coronary heart disease mortality,³ attenuated age-related cognitive decline,⁴ and a decreased risk of late-stage age-related macular degeneration.⁵ In addition, significant literature has considered the association between omega-3 fatty acid...
intake and eye health. Omega-3 EFA deprivation may predispose individuals to ocular disease in later life. It follows that the potential benefit of omega-3 fatty acid supplementation has undergone evaluation in clinical trials in eye diseases that show an increased prevalence with age, particularly age-related macular degeneration and dry eye disease.

Another significant eye disease that shows an age-dependent increase in prevalence is glaucoma, the second major cause of blindness worldwide. Currently, the major modifiable risk factor for glaucoma is elevated intraocular pressure (IOP). Reducing IOP is the mainstay of glaucoma treatment, and is achieved typically by medical management using topical IOP-lowering agents as first-line therapy. Identification of other targetable risk factors has the potential to enhance intervention options for managing the disease.

It is noteworthy that IOP tends to increase with age in Western populations, but the opposite trend occurs in traditional Japanese populations, who have higher dietary intakes of polyunsaturated fats. A large prospective cohort study, undertaken in Europe and involving >17,000 participants, showed an association between the ratio of consumed omega-3 to omega-6 fatty acids and incident glaucoma, especially among older individuals. Most recently, data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES, 2005–2008), a cross-sectional survey involving 3865 participants from the United States, showed that increased daily consumption of the long-chain, polyunsaturated omega-3 fatty acids, EPA, and DHA, was associated with a lower likelihood of glaucomatous optic neuropathy. In that study, the odds of an individual having glaucoma were nearly three times as high in participants whose daily dietary total long-chain omega-3 consumption level was in the second and third quartiles, compared to those in the first quartile. Furthermore, evidence from animal studies indicates the potential to modify IOP by up to 23% through omega-3 dietary manipulation.

We analyzed pooled data from two double-masked, randomized, placebo-controlled trials (RCTs) to investigate whether a 3-month period of oral omega-3 supplementation significantly alters IOP in a population of normotensive adults consuming a typical Western diet.

### Methods

This paper describes the IOP data (being a predefined safety outcome parameter) from a pooled analysis of data obtained from two double-masked, placebo-controlled RCTs that investigated the efficacy of oral omega-3 supplementation for treating ocular surface inflammation, with a 3-month follow-up period. The RCTs evaluated the efficacy and safety of different formulations of omega-3 EFA supplements for treating dry eye disease and contact lens discomfort, respectively. The methodology for the RCT involving the dry eye disease population, including participant inclusion and exclusion criteria, has been described previously in detail. Methodological details for the RCT relating to contact lens discomfort are provided on the Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry (ANZCTR; ACTRN1261500173594). Both RCTs were prospectively registered on the ANZCTR, approved by the University of Melbourne Human Research Ethics Committee, and adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

In brief, adult participants (≥18 years) were recruited from the University of Melbourne eye care clinic (Parkville, Victoria, Australia). All participants provided written informed consent to participate, had bilateral IOP < 21 mm Hg, did not have a current or prior diagnosis of glaucoma, and did not use any medications with known effects on IOP over the study duration.

Participants were randomized to receive either an oral omega-3 supplement (n = 72) consisting of krill oil (945 mg/day EPA + 510 mg/day DHA), fish oil (1000 mg/day EPA + 500 mg/day DHA or 900 mg/day EPA + 600 mg/day DHA), or fish plus flaxseed oils (900 mg/day EPA + 600 mg/day DHA + 900 mg/day ALA); or an oral placebo supplement (n = 33, 1500 mg/day olive oil) for 3 months.

Participants were masked to treatment allocation, as achieved by the investigational products being dispensed in identical opaque containers. Study personnel also were masked to treatment allocations. Following completion of all participant visits, data were analyzed only with knowledge of the simple randomization code (e.g., groups A, B, or C allocation). Full unmasking of treatment allocations, by the independent data manager, occurred after statistical analyses were complete.
Participants were instructed to maintain their current dietary habits throughout the study. The approximate dietary intake of omega-3 EFAs was determined by asking participants about their consumption of omega-3 rich foods over the preceding month. Participants were asked to quantify the approximate serving size (25, 50, 100, 150 g) and frequency of consumption of foods (including fish, oils, nuts, seeds, and spreads) containing greater than 1000 mg of combined EPA, DHA, docosapentaenoic acid (DPA), and ALA per 100 g edible portion (Australia New Zealand Food Authority, 2011; Nutrient Data Laboratory and Beltsville Human Nutrition Research Centre, 2011), as described previously. At the 3-month evaluation visit, participants were questioned about changes to their diet or medications and about compliance with taking the study supplements.

Compliance was assessed by having participants return supplement containers with unused capsules; these were counted by an independent researcher. Acceptable participant compliance (for data inclusion) was defined as ≥75% capsule consumption, based upon capsule counts.

IOP measures were performed as a safety measure and secondary analyses have revealed our novel and unexpected finding. There was sufficient homogeneity of the study populations and methodologies to pool data from the two studies. IOP was measured using applanation tonometry at baseline (day 1) and at the study endpoints (3-month follow-up visit). To minimize any potential diurnal effects on outcome measures in both RCTs, the 3-month study visit occurred at a similar time of day (±2 hours) to the baseline visit. For each individual, the average of right and left eye measures was used to represent IOP at each time point.

Intergroup comparisons were achieved by calculating the change in IOP from baseline (day 1) at day 90. The variance in change in IOP between the two study groups was assessed using Bartlett’s test. Data normality was confirmed using the D’Agostino and Pearson Omnibus tests, and intergroup comparisons were performed using a t-test. A χ² test was used to compare data consisting of proportions. An α of 0.05 was considered statistically significant. An effect size (Cohen’s d) was calculated using Equation 1: Cohen’s $d = (M_2 - M_1)/SD_{pooled}$ where $M_1$ and $M_2$ are the means of the samples and $SD_{pooled}$ is the pooled standard deviation of the samples.

Results

Figure 1 shows a Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) flow diagram, summarizing participant flow in the two RCTs. In both trials, participant retention was ≥90%, with similar dropout between groups. There was a high level of treatment fidelity, as measured by returned capsule counts. All participants exceeded the prespecified minimum level of compliance; no data were excluded from the analysis due to inadequate compliance.

Our analysis includes 105 participants randomized...
to either an oral omega-3 supplement \((n = 72)\) or placebo \((n = 33)\). At baseline, the demographic and IOP characteristics of the participants were similar between the intervention groups (Table 1, \(P > 0.05\) for all comparisons). The variance in change from baseline in IOP between study groups, assessed using Bartlett’s test, also was similar \((P = 0.14)\).

Overall, participants consumed relatively low levels of dietary omega-3 fatty acids, consistent with a Western diet. At baseline, the combined EPA + DHA dietary intake of participants was similar between the treatment groups \((\text{mean } \pm \text{SEM}, 154.0 \pm 22.7 \text{ vs. } 172.4 \pm 22.3 \text{ mg/day for placebo and omega-3 groups, respectively; } P = 0.61)\).

No participant reported major changes to their intake of foods containing high levels of omega-3 fatty acids throughout the studies.

Relative to placebo, participants who received an oral omega-3 supplement for 3 months showed a significant reduction in IOP from baseline \((-0.6 \pm 0.2 \text{ vs. } 0.5 \pm 0.3 \text{ mm Hg for omega-3 versus placebo groups, respectively; } P = 0.002, \text{ Fig. 2})\). The Cohen’s effect size \((d)\) for this change is 3.2, representing a ‘very large’ experimental effect with substantial clinical significance.

**Discussion**

Our data demonstrated that 3 months of systemic omega-3 supplementation significantly reduces IOP in young normotensive adults consuming a typical Western diet. To our knowledge, this is the first prospective clinical study to report that omega-3 fatty acids directly modulate IOP in humans. Our findings indicated a modest (8%) reduction in IOP; however, the Cohen’s effect size \((d = 3.2)\) implied a substantial effect of major clinical significance. These data were consistent with previous experimental investigations, in animal models, showing that increasing dietary omega-3 fatty acid intake can lower IOP.\(^{15,19}\) As discussed herein, additional potential benefit(s) of omega-3 fatty acid dietary enhancement in modifying glaucoma risk may relate to neuroprotection and/or vascular regulation.

IOP is regulated by the balance between aqueous humor secretion and outflow. In a rat model of aging, dietary enrichment with omega-3 fatty acids reduced IOP by approximately 23%, via a mechanism involving increased aqueous outflow facility.\(^{15}\) The effect was proposed to derive from an increase in docosanoids, metabolic products of omega-3 fatty acid metabolism, which were upregulated in the ciliary body.\(^{15}\) An additional factor may be the direct anti-inflammatory effects of omega-3 fatty acids.\(^{6}\) Omega-3 supplementation can modify the expression of tear inflammatory cytokines in dry eye patients\(^{17}\) and suppress retinal inflammation in experimental models of autoimmune uveitis.\(^{20}\) Therefore, systemic anti-inflammatory modulation may contribute to the observed IOP-lowering effects, possibly through effects on outflow resistance through the trabecular meshwork and/or modulation of uveoscleral outflow.

**Table 1.** Baseline Participant Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Placebo, Olive Oil, (n = 33)</th>
<th>Omega-3, (n = 72)</th>
<th>(P) Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>35.6 ± 3.0</td>
<td>33.7 ± 1.7</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (% female)</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity (%)</td>
<td>Caucasian / Asian / Other 52 / 36 / 12</td>
<td>58 / 35 / 7</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOP (mm Hg)(^a)</td>
<td>13.8 ± 0.5</td>
<td>14.3 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are shown as mean ± SEM.

\(^a\) The average measure of right and left eyes.

\(^{15}\) Denotes significant difference (\(P < 0.05\)).
further investigation is required to explore these hypotheses.

An additional potential benefit is the neuroprotection that omega-3 fatty acid intake provides. Increasing dietary omega-3 fatty acid intake is beneficial for retinal function, particularly ganglion cell function, which is selectively vulnerable in glaucoma. In humans, 3-month systemic intervention with omega-3 fatty acids significantly improved blue-on-yellow perimetric indices in individuals with ocular hypertension. In addition, omega-3 supplementation has been shown to impart neuroprotective effects to the sensory peripheral nerves in the cornea of patients with dry eye disease. Furthermore, in experimental models, omega-3 long-chain fatty acids can enhance neurite outgrowth in cell cultures of primary sensory neurons and improve functional recovery of peripheral nerve injury. With respect to the mechanism underpinning these effects, the metabolism of DHA within the body results in the production of neuroprotectins and the D-series resolvins, which promote neuroprotection, the resolution of inflammation and tissue repair. DHA has been shown to have therapeutic potential for a broad range of acute and chronic neurodegenerative conditions.

Another relevant consideration relates to the contribution of vascular insufficiency, in particular reduced blood flow to the optic nerve, which has a key pathogenic role in glaucoma. It has been shown that, through effects on red blood cell membrane composition, omega-3 fatty acids reduce blood viscosity, which may yield beneficial effects in terms of modulating optic nerve blood flow. In a cross-sectional, clinical study, Ren et al. reported that people with primary open angle glaucoma had lower serum long-chain omega-3 fatty acid levels, compared to age-matched controls. They proposed that sufficient dietary intake of EPA and DHA may enable more effective modulation of the ocular microcirculation, being physiologically necessary to prevent development of glaucoma. Consistent with this proposal, it has been reported that decreased red blood cell DHA levels are evident in individuals with glaucoma, with the reduction occurring before the onset of clinical signs of glaucomatous optic neuropathy.

While the magnitude of the IOP-lowering effect that we observed was relatively modest in absolute terms (~8%), notably this represents a large experimental effect and the change occurred in a young normotensive population (mean baseline IOP ~14 mm Hg) who were supplemented with a moderate daily dose of omega-3 fatty acids (~1500 mg/day combined EPA+DHA) for a relatively short time period (3 months). Past investigations in second-generation rats fed omega-3 fatty acids for their lifetime found a 23% change in IOP, which may represent the upper limit of potential change. Indeed, this level of IOP reduction is not dissimilar to some of the mainstays of topical glaucoma therapy, such as beta-blocker antagonists. Whether an IOP change in excess of 8% can be induced in humans, especially those with ocular hypertension or glaucoma, and/or with a higher daily dose of supplementation warrants further study, particular randomized controlled trials to extend our findings.

In conclusion, our study showed that 3 months of oral omega-3 fatty acid supplementation significantly reduces IOP by 8% in young normotensive adults. Our findings justify further clinical investigation into the therapeutic potential of omega-3 fatty acid supplements for reducing IOP, to prevent and/or treat conditions that are associated with an elevation in IOP, such as glaucoma.
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